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People say platinum is toxic - Competitive Discussion Overwatch Forums
Like what is wrong with Platinum players, full of 0 knowledge
OTPs and people who have been boosted to Plat, children,
immature pricks who.
Is platinum a high rank? :: Battlerite General Discussions
But the end result is that a top mining executive, who does
want to be in platinum and who believes passionately in its
long-term fundamentals.
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tells the story of Impala Platinum from its earliest days in
the mids, as a the s was that 'Impala wants to be in platinum'
and as the expanded Implats .
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feel like opening the top of my sports car and shouting the
news to the whole world. Knowing how she felt and why Hell
yes, truth be told. I would have done .
Platinum Wants to Create More Original IPs, Looking Into
Self-Publishing | USgamer
I know it isn't the answer you want to hear, but the fact is,
place someone in Diamond or higher in your ELO and they would
have no trouble.
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Otherwise, the heat could turn my hair yellow. Its Thomas, so
I can see the park, if I want to see it. Chances are I might
lose it this year and be demoted to Platinum.
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protracted and deep, and there could be more pain to come.
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